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The Living Light Philosophy Catalog 

Class Synopses for the Consciousness Classes of The Living Light Dialogue 
Volume 5, which includes classes CC-93 through CC-139. 

The spiritual awareness classes of the Living Light Philosophy were given through 
the mediumship of Mr. Richard P. Goodwin. 

 

CC-93 

The dream of life, the Law of Life; the Law of Evolution, the Law of Change; the 
eternal call of the soul; understanding from the heart, not the mind; following the 
Divine Principles of God; becoming receptive to the Laws of Joy, Health, Wealth, or 
their opposites; how we support our illusions and delusions by agreement; discussion 
on rejection, retaliation, and man’s law of revenge; the mind’s quest to capture the 
power of God; explanation of the cause of deception; making the effort to surrender to 
God. 

 

 

CC-94 

Obstructions that stand in the way of truth’s expression; the mind, the great 
deceiver; listening for the soul to whisper the eternal truth to your mind; principle, 
the essence of truth; becoming aware of the separation between the mind and the 
soul; duty, gratitude, and tolerance; faith, poise, and humility; how to “Put God in it 
or forget it”; explanation of what takes place with the electrical and the magnetic 
bodies when there are no dreams to deal with a conscious experience; neutrality, soul 
perception, the superconscious, and total consideration; spiritual responsibility and 
the taking of life; educated conscience, spiritual conscience, and the golden rule; 
dreams and the Law of Life; ideas, thoughts, and spiritual awareness; evolution, the 
eternal Law of Life; maturity, man’s true security; becoming receptive to God; the 
process of transference; discussion on babies who leave the earth realm to the realms 
of spirit, who cares for them, and how they learn about their true earth parents; pain, 
its reasons and manifestations, and how to free oneself from it. 

 

 

CC-95 
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The Laws of Justification and Excuse; the bondage of suppression vs. the freedom 
of expression and total consideration; nine bodies in which the soul is encased and 
their direct relationship to planets in the solar system; freeing the energy through 
selfless service; the Law of Giving; finding freedom from jealousy, envy, and greed; 
comparison of logic and reason; a spiritual understanding of lying; rejection, 
retaliation, and the emotional body; the call of the soul. 

 

 

CC-96 

Responsibility, sanity, and surrender, a triune soul faculty, the handmaiden of the 
first and second soul faculties; balancing the electromagnetic field; responsibility, the 
ability to respond; negative receptivity, known as failure and frustration; how the 
mind uses negativity to gain attention; understanding the vehicles through which our 
soul expresses; honesty, the only way to freedom; man’s responsibility for polluting 
earth’s atmosphere; animals, plants, and rocks are spirit, have mental, emotional, 
and physical bodies; learning faith through surrender; explanation of the level of 
consciousness known as universal motherhood, and the brotherhood of man; 
attachments and adversities; the plane of ozone, the protective shield of earth. 

 

 

CC-97 

Evolution, universal consciousness, gods and goddesses, and the cloak of creation; 
the nine spheres of expression and nine planes of consciousness in each sphere; astral, 
spiritual, mental, and physical bodies, and how we direct energy to them; universal 
consciousness, what it means and how to attain it; evolution, the Law of Life; courage, 
the unwavering commitment of the eternal soul to principle; the beauty of 
surrendering to God; gods and goddesses of creation, their duties and responsibilities; 
nature spirits, who they are and what they do; how nature spirits and man are 
affected by balanced and unbalanced thoughts; leaving the body according to Divine 
plan; “Love all life and know the light;” we are never alone, so choose your friends 
carefully. 

 

 

CC-98 
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Faith, the rainbow over which the soul must pass to reach its fulfillment, freedom, 
and eternal destiny; the effect of abuse of the power of faith; the power of surrender; 
the understanding of motive; self-will vs. truth; why we use justification; 
communication between the dimensions; colorization of communication; raising one’s 
consciousness to receive the light; criteria for weighing spiritual communication; 
sentiment; cryogenics and the soul; discussion on cloning; how to protect oneself from 
disturbing vibrations. 

 

 

CC-99 

The nine spheres, nine planes, and the nine energy fields (centers of 
consciousness) in the human being; fascination and the sleep of satisfaction; the 
simplicity of truth; crossing the bridge of reason to the eternal shores of light, 
freedom, and faith; reason and the power of faith; expansion of consciousness, what 
it is and where it leads; the principle of effort; facts and the letter of the law; the Law 
of Attachment; the laws of the universes; the great importance of the spoken word; 
the power of directed energy; surrender of the magnetic energy field within one’s own 
consciousness; repetition and the Law of Change; procrastination vs. responsibility; 
respecting the right of God to express in all forms at all times; caring for those less 
fortunate moment by moment; the effect of forgiving oneself. 

 

 

CC-100 

The principle of life and the idea called creation; good and evil; the Law of Duality; 
the Law of Negativity; directing faith through the soul faculties or sense functions; 
the cause of fear; what negative thoughts and feelings create; how to protect oneself 
from the bombardment of negative forms; the principle of effort; the hand of greed; 
logic vs. reason; security, individuality, and self-importance; finding freedom from the 
realms of darkness; what humility brings; seeing the good in all things; the bondage 
of attachment to form; the judgment seat of conscience; choosing between the light of 
surrender and the darkness of self-concern; how man’s mind dictates his time of 
expression on earth; encouragement, the soul faculty on which you ascend; gaining 
freedom through balance; gratitude, the Law of Appreciation; Divine will, total 
acceptance; the telephone used as an instrument of descent; the cause of auric 
pollution. 
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CC-101 

The river of consciousness, the stream of life; Law of Identity; Law of Satisfaction 
and Regret; Law of Self; Law of Irritation; the Law of Evolution; Law of Personal 
Responsibility; faith, poise, and humility; the foundation of the faculties; duty, 
gratitude, and tolerance; Law of Duality; Law of Comparison; remaining free and at 
peace by balancing the electromagnetic fields of consciousness; Divine Will; viewing 
objectively; wall of rejection; surrendering the level of consciousness to God; function 
of money, ego, and sex; explanation of greed; self-concern; the necessity of feeling 
good; hypnosis. 

 

 

CC-102 

The obstructions in consciousness that keep us from our joy, our peace, and our 
happiness; the absolute necessity of balancing the soul faculties with the 
corresponding sense functions; essence, principle, and immutable law; accepting 
experiences as revelations of the laws we have established; flowing harmoniously 
with God’s natural, Divine laws; accepting the Divine right of the infallible laws of 
God; repetition and the eternal school of life; the effect of breaking the immutable 
laws; man’s will or Divine Will and freedom; adversities and attachments; honesty, 
the principle through which truth and freedom flows; choosing to be happy and 
fulfilled; man’s mind does not evolve, only the soul; the world’s simplest truth, “Love 
all life and know the Light.” 

 

 

CC-103 

The laws established that govern one’s eternal soul journey; how the soul 
consciousness expresses itself through the mind; identity, the Law of Bondage; total 
acceptance, the Law of Freedom; why man identifies with some things and not with 
others; the Law of Identity; what is principle; why man cannot perceive principle; 
how we can know our future, make a list of our adversities and attachments; Law of 
Adversity and Attachment; Law of Like Attracts Like; the necessity of broadening 
one’s horizons and expanding one’s consciousness; there is no escape from established 
law; the Divine Law of Freedom; questioning “Why this and why now?”; the promise 
of God is the fulfillment of God’s laws; what it means to rise in consciousness; how 
fear controls the experiences that return to us; the letter of the law vs. the spirit of 
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the law; “Not my way, but thy way, O God” is the path of true Light; becoming the 
example of freedom, joy, and reliance upon God; perceiving our motives by becoming 
honest with our soul; seeing the beauty and wonder of God’s infallible laws; why the 
mind wonders about tomorrow; superstition; the Age of Aquarius, its spiritual, 
political, and social implications; explanation of knowledge and reason. 

 

 

CC-104 

The king of man’s law and his children, fear, frustration, and fascination; the 
emotional state of trauma; negative faith and the laws of ego; explanation of 
fascination; the Law of Evolution is the Law of Eternal Progression; whatever in truth 
happens to us has been caused by us; how the soul faculties begin to awaken; gaining 
understanding; learning to trace in consciousness the true cause of each of our 
experiences; blessings are shared, not sheltered; think and think and think more 
deeply; explanation of man’s Law of Deception; Law of Example; how confession frees 
the soul; becoming the living demonstration of eternal truth and freedom; education, 
an obstruction to unfoldment. 

 

 

CC-105 

The business of common sense and how it works in our life; what is the principle 
of effort; how to live a life of success; what happens when a person chooses the Law 
of Negativity; reflections from within; controlling our mind; success and failure; how 
we establish laws that govern all our experiences; the principle difference between 
humans and animals; the principle of choice; the dual Law of Joy and Sadness; the 
dual Law of Pain and Pleasure; the dual laws of creation; expanding our 
consciousness to find the true wonder and beauty of life; to knock another is to knock 
oneself; the realms of satisfaction and regret; the Law of Fascination; “Dreamer, 
dream a life of beauty before your dream starts dreaming you.” 

 

 

CC-106 

Auric pollution and the Law of Disassociation; Law of Association; God, the 
Infinite Law; Law of Personal Responsibility; how to become the master of our ship 
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and the captain of our destiny; soul faculty of duty, gratitude, and tolerance; “He who 
insists upon seeing the obstruction shall never find the way”; accepting that God 
alone is guiding our ship; the forces of frustration and emotionalism; need and denial; 
gratitude, the Law of Supply; continued supply through the Law of Acceptance; the 
light of reason and total consideration; Law of Success; becoming the rainbow of 
promise; the effect of griping, complaining, and blaming others; “Man’s needs are 
Divinity’s denials;” explanation of asthma; spiritual debt; automatic writing; 
application through communication; how one can discern between laws established 
by the mind and laws established by the soul; reformers and intolerance; neutrality, 
the perfect balance between attachment and adversity; granting unto God that which 
is God’s. 

 

 

CC-107 

Energy, the Source, and how it works for you; man, the receiver and transmitter; 
becoming aware of the energy fields and how its use controls our experiences; the Law 
of Division, the Law of Delusion; Law of Multiplication, the Law of Complexity; Law 
of Addition, the Law of God; Law of Subtraction, the Law of Evolution; Law of 
Gratitude; frequencies and how they relate to levels of consciousness; how to remove 
“difficulty” from attainment; explanation of, “Put God in it or forget it;” Law of 
Identity; freeing oneself from the Law of Creation, the Law of Duality; the forms of 
delusion; the Law of Acceptance; unity of life; Divine Will, total acceptance; example 
of how principal is the essence of truth and law; Law of Like Attracts Like and 
becomes the Law of Attachment; revelation and illumination; how man alleviates 
pain through acceptance; food and spiritual evolution; discussion on cigarettes and 
judgment; answer to a question on expanding one’s consciousness. 

 

 

CC-108  

Discussion on the function of decision, denial, and destiny, and the soul faculty of 
acceptance, consideration, and expression; negative faith, the magnetic law; the Law 
of Bondage vs. the Law of Freedom; joy, the expression of peace; complexity or 
simplicity, our choice; gratitude vs. greed; explanation of why the past seems so 
wonderful to us; choosing judgment or the eternal moment; the true conscience and 
the educated conscience; Law of Personal Responsibility; the difference between 
judgment and acceptance; peace, the Divine neutrality, the perfect balance; how man 
knows which level of consciousness he is expressing; the necessity of the healer being 
well-balanced; acceptance, something good is happening; question on beings from 
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outer space; the difference between sharing the Light and trying to change another; 
reason, harmony, and unity, as related to the respiratory system; why the meek shall 
inherit the earth; selfless service; what the shoulders and lower back represent; 
recognizing a greater authority. 

 

 

CC-109 

Discussion on humor and what it is in truth; the Law of Happiness; love, the 
language of the eternal soul; Law of Duality; how to guide a child; discipline, what it 
is and how it works; viewing children from the soul faculty of reason; balance, the 
effect of discipline; the realms of satisfaction and regret; guilt, rejected desire; 
spirituality, sexuality, and the Divine principle of exchange of energy; allegory of 
Adam and Eve and the Garden of Eden, and how it relates to each moment in our 
lives; balancing our universe through the faculty of reason. 

 

 

CC-110 

The Law of Delusion; the nature of the human mind and how it works in its 
identification process; the laws of evolution; freedom, the effect of self-control; laws of 
duality and the laws of creation; what it means when the mind desires to control; Law 
of Identity; why the need for sleep; Law of Personal Responsibility; finding Truth 
within ourselves; the difference between freedom and salvation; explanation of 
hypnosis; how curiosity leads to frustration; the bondage of fascination; the golden 
Age of Aquarius, the Age of Wisdom; how one may unfold the soul faculty of strength; 
the Law of Total Consideration and what it dictates; the Law of Unity; taking control 
of one’s emotional body. 

 

 

CC-111 

The magnetic principle of life, the power of believing; the importance of 
affirmations; life, the dream of dreams; the wisdom of speaking less about our 
struggles and more about our positive experiences; the greatest magnet of all, the 
thought of I; clarification of the statement, “Presence is the Law of Solicitation;” the 
origin of thought; explanation of the cause of claustrophobia; the difference between 
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illusion and delusion; self-will or Divine will; the effect of expanding our beliefs under 
the light of reason; humility and the principle of discipline; the Law of Balance, 
known as reason. 

 

 

CC-112 

The teacher relates his experiences in the realms of satisfaction and regret; desire 
and the thought of I; the effect of surrendering the thought of I; the freedom of 
forgiving; commitment and the Law of Duality; Law of Identity; denial and fear; 
resignation vs. acceptance; revelations of inner attitudes of mind; explanation of 
addictive patterns; choosing freedom or despair; Laws of Give and Gain, effort and 
reward; how to free oneself from temptation. 

 

 

CC-113 

The teacher continues to relate his experiences from the realms of regret to the 
realms of pride and pity; why people allow their ego to obstruct the Divine flow of 
peace and happiness; how The Living Light Philosophy is composed to awaken within 
one’s consciousness the soul and its true potential; spiritualizing psychology through 
demonstrable laws to help free the mind from its own limitation; the many garments 
Truth wears that it may enter the consciousness of man; the “goddess game” and 
humility; the Law of Continuity; soul talent; doubt, the force of fear; an explanation 
of, “That which is mine knows my face and is already on its way to my heart;” middle 
C, balance and reason; musical notes and the soul; boredom, selfishness, and where 
it can lead. 

 

 

CC-114 

The teacher explains the purpose for revealing his personal experiences to the 
class and continues with more of his history in the realm of pride and pity; the Law 
of Identity; the necessity of facing change with courage and the spirit of joy; the power 
of the soul and the force of the mind; the cause of high blood pressure and how to 
control it; facing the tapes of our subconscious mind; irritation, an indispensable 
ingredient to freeing the soul; the benefits of expressing one’s soul talent; testing the 
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spirit; principle vs. license; the Law of Unity; the Law of Merit; clarification of the 
statement, “The caution of reason brings the joy of understanding and the wisdom of 
consideration.” 

 

 

CC-115 

The teacher reveals more of the journey of the soul; spiritual significance of 
baptism and sacraments; evolution of soul talent; Law of Continuity and the faculty 
of reason; fairy tales, elves, and nature spirits; Law of Personal Responsibility; 
gaining control of the negative-positive poles of our being; what happens when we 
entertain in consciousness that the cause of our experiences is outside of our own 
domain; discipline and continuity; the jewels of life. 

 

 

CC-116 

Continuing journey on the continent of conscience; the spiritual significance of 
crucifixion; Law of the Evolving Soul; faith, the principle lesson of the earth realm; 
comparison of the animal ego to the human ego; simplicity, complexity, and the Law 
of Division; male chauvinism, what it is; the purpose and duty of the ego; Law of 
Temptation; deception and fascination; feeding the level of self-importance; Law of 
Attachment; commitment and total consideration; personal responsibility and the 
Law of Continuity; guiding desire in the light of reason; learning to view the faculty 
of reason; Law of Balance and Good; discussion on reformers, vengeance, and 
surrender; the dream of life; the soul conscience; becoming attuned to the universality 
of God; peace, the precious jewel of life; freedom through acceptance of Divine Will; 
eternity, the moment of now; rising in consciousness to love all life and know the 
light. 

 

 

CC-117 

The teacher reveals a bit more of his journey on the continent of conscience; why 
the mind equates time with money and security; discussion on time and money 
pressures in relation to frustration or fulfillment of desires; how to free oneself from 
the emotional or guilt-ridden tapes of an image-shattering experience; Law of 
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Suppression; Law of Adversity; the freedom of making greater effort to expose the 
things that cause our emotional disturbance; gossip, what it means to us; 
encouragement and criticism; the illusion of time; the eternal moment; love, the great 
magnet; how to be receptive to spiritual guidance; concentration, the key to all power; 
duty, gratitude, and tolerance; explanation of the Lord’s Prayer; the Law of 
Temptation. 

 

 

CC-118 

Discussion on the evolving soul as it passes through creation; the eternal journey; 
Law of Payment and Attainment; shedding the garments of creation; the Law of 
Freedom, the Supreme Law; Law of Change; Law of Evolving; using affirmations and 
breathing exercises as a means of gaining greater objectivity; Law of Application; why 
thoughts that we hold become the Laws of Rejection; concentration, the key to all 
power; gaining control of our magnetic field to bring it into balance with our electrical 
expression; symphony of the spheres, perfect balance in all levels of consciousness; 
the cathedral of the eternal soul; passing through the door of honesty to find the 
perfect note of balance; duty, gratitude, and tolerance; faith, poise, and humility; 
gaining the courage of our convictions; why the mind registers need; Law of 
Receiving; Law of Giving; the wisdom of valuing priorities of our eternal soul above 
temporal things of creation; standing firmly on the rock of principle; the Law of 
Commitment; the purpose of life. 

 

 

CC-119 

The relationship of mental patterns and physical disturbances, and how to take 
corrective measures; how to use pressure points to redirect one’s energy in times of 
emotional stress; choosing the path of the Divine Spirit over the path of the created 
mind; more of the teacher’s experiences along the river of consciousness; strength of 
character, great determination, and a total absence of fear — the tools to rise within 
oneself. 

 

 

CC-120 
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A bit more of the teacher’s personal history; how to balance compassion with 
reason; the dangers in indiscriminate sittings for meditation; Law of Continuity; Law 
of Respect; Law of Consideration; explanation of the affirmation, “O compassion of 
my soul, gratitude has shown life’s goal;” why the sins of the father are visited upon 
the third generation; Law of the Trinity of Truth; time consciousness and the Law of 
Identity; the Divine right of choice to identify; how to free oneself from the delusion 
of lack; directing one’s attention to the way, rather than the obstruction. 

 

 

CC-121 

The teacher continues his story; the key of surrender; discussion on need and 
practicality; the Divine principle of generosity; fear, the force and control of our mind 
over our eternal being; the true meaning of poise; indirection, demonstration, and 
acceptance—the path of truth; the universality of consciousness; precognitive 
experiences, and how to help another soul; why the principle of effort is a lack of 
concern and guarantees success; Law of Duality; Law of Concern, Law of Effort and 
Reward; the Divine Law and principle of neutrality, known as joy; selfless service, 
the path to spiritual illumination, good mental and physical health. 

 

 

CC-122 

More of the teacher’s journey in the realms of self-preservation; objectivity vs. 
concern; how to bring balance into one’s life; making the constant effort to entertain 
thoughts of peace and beauty; discernment, the awakening within one’s own being; 
perceiving the difference between the mind and the eternal soul; unity vs. judgment; 
explanation of the teaching to never leave a soul worse than you found them; change, 
the eternal Law of Progression; desire, the Divine expression; the level of universal 
being; pride vs. gratitude; aspiration and desire; the benefits of daily meditation; the 
meaning of faculties and functions; the power of the spoken word; discussion on sex 
and sexual relationships; how Serenity became a school; inner growth through the 
process of duty, gratitude, and tolerance; viewing the mirror of ourselves in those 
around us; the realms of the Divine Spirit. 

 

 

CC-123 
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Accepting that life is the way we choose to make it; wanderings in the realm of 
self-preservation; freeing oneself through faith, poise, and humility; how to transform 
our thought forms into forms of beauty and light; teasing and tempting, a method of 
control; vengeance and revenge, and where it leads; alchemy and the laws that govern 
formation; attitudes and thoughts, and the chemical reactions and changes they 
cause within the physical body; healing by lifting the soul consciousness to a level of 
Divine neutrality; why we are “our brothers’ keeper;” repetition, the Law of Change; 
the process of the soul’s rising in consciousness; gaining understanding, dignity, 
consideration and Divine love. 

 

 

CC-124 

The teacher reveals more of his experiences in the realms of self-preservation; 
repetition and the Law of Change; the true value of the five principle steps of creation; 
Law of Seeking; why a variety of diseases can affect the same organ of the body; 
description of the animal realms, the training they receive to face their 
responsibilities and their duties in the realms of Light; Law of Attachment; 
awareness, perception, truth, and aspiration; freedom, the direct effect of self-control. 

 

 

CC-125 

The teacher explains how he ultimately freed himself from the realms of self-
preservation; being in creation and not a part of creation, being with a thing and not 
a part of the thing; freedom, the effect of self-control; how the teacher qualified 
himself to serve the Light; detailed response to the question, “When a medium is in 
trance, what effect does movement of the sitters have on the physical condition of the 
medium?” How to create angelic forms of goodness, beauty, and joy; graciousness, the 
joy of dignity; how we establish the mental law which causes our denials to become 
our destinies; soul faculty of duty, gratitude, and tolerance; remembering the Divine 
source with regard to material possessions; attaining the golden key of wisdom 
through the efforts of gaining understanding; acceptance, the will of God. 

 

 

CC-126 
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Change, the Law of Repetition, the path of evolution; surrendering to the Divine 
Law of Acceptance; demonstrating the Law of Personal Responsibility through the 
second soul faculty of faith, poise, and humility; how self-related thoughts keep the 
soul bound in creation; how to flow in an unobstructed stream of life known as 
heavenly consciousness; reason, the power that transfigures; response to a question 
about chakras; lack and limitation vs. Divine abundant flow; motive, the true essence, 
the true cause of all our experiences; making the choice between the Law of Payment 
and Attainment or the Law of Divine Flow; recognizing the benefit of directing the 
mind to selfless endeavors; discussion on the White Light and meditation; 
concentration, the key to all power; the Law of Association. 

 

 

CC-127 

The great White Light, the essence of all life; the benefits of meditation; 
readjusting our priority values; mental realms vs. spiritual realms of consciousness; 
attachment to form; why it is difficult to release a thought; how to save centuries in 
the so-called hereafter; the teacher explains the motive of bringing The Living Light 
Philosophy to the students; the value of applying what has been given using the light 
of reason and total consideration; the consequences of applying the teachings only 
with the mind and without the heart; the importance of motive; discussion on the 
detriments of meditation; placing the work of the Divine first; the greatest truth ever 
brought to earth: surrender; giving vs. loaning; our Law of Personal Responsibility to 
be the instrument through which the evolutionary process takes place harmoniously, 
peacefully, and joyfully, to blend with all of life; taking control of the process of 
identification by identifying with balance and reason. 

 

 

CC-128 

Meditation, a total surrender of the mental process that stands between you and 
your eternal being; the teacher continues on with discussion and expansion of the 
process of meditation; total acceptance, Divine will; viewing our priorities and desires 
as an observer; accepting our lessons and opportunities in joyful surrender; moving 
through the emotional realms of consciousness; accepting personal responsibility for 
our thoughts and our acts; demonstrating the Law of Gratitude from the heart; the 
Law of Divine Flow, known as gratitude; controlling the thought of I; moving through 
our destiny to our home which is eternal. 
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CC-129 

In the first class of a new semester, the teacher explains the basis of The Living 
Light Philosophy, about the evolution of the soul, the Law of Personal Responsibility, 
and that God, the Infinite Intelligence that holds the planets in space, is a God of 
Principle in keeping with demonstrable, natural law; how man creates his own Law 
of Judgment; how to truly enjoy what life has to offer; the method of freeing oneself 
from the experiences of yesterday; emotions, the rigid judgments of yesteryear; 
acceptance, the will of God; concentration, the key to all power; concentration, 
meditation, and manifestation; surrendering to the Divine authority; desire, the 
Divine expression; why man experiences need; recognizing opportunity through the 
faculty of tolerance; seeking the cause of effects and not the effects themselves; 
experiencing the fullness of life by placing God in consciousness at the moment of 
desire. 

 

 

CC-130 

Discussion on the Divine trinity of love, will, and expression, total consideration, 
total acceptance, and Divine desire; the process of Divine Grace; explanation of desire, 
the Divine expression; the value of encouragement and constant prayer; judgments 
and the thought of I; the teacher speaks on the advantages of attending class over 
merely listening to class recordings; explanation of how familiarity breeds contempt; 
how one is affected by the whole and how the whole is affected by one; unity, the way 
out of procrastination; the responsibility of the spiritual healer. 

 

 

CC-131 

Discussion on the physical, material world, which is an effect of the mental and 
spiritual realms; how we are deluded by the stepping-stones to the attainment of our 
desires; accepting the true cause of things; the teacher speaks on the groundbreaking 
for Serenity’s new home; how to reach the soul of an individual through motivation, 
consideration, and understanding; the benefits of the Law of Giving; flowing with 
Divine Law; our demonstration of faith in bringing God’s home into the world; the 
benefit of acceptance of Divine will over the acceptance of poverty. 
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CC-132 

Identity and the Law of Destiny; identifying with freedom; peace, the way to keep 
from being bound and controlled by one’s experiences and identifications; discussion 
of the eternal journey and destiny of the soul; destiny, the direct effect of mental 
thought processes; creation, a mental attitude of mind; attitude, the Law of Vibration; 
viewing what the throne of judgment truly has to offer; accepting our right to an 
attitude that is beneficial to us; how man frees himself from laws he established 
through errors of ignorance; being the witness of eternal life; possession, denial, and 
rejection vs. goodness, happiness, and joy; taking an example from animals; freeing 
oneself from the dictates of the human mind. 

 

 

CC-133 

The function of reliance, the expression of self-will, and the faculty of acceptance, 
the expression of Divine will; separating truth from creation; the Law of Reliance and 
the experience of loss; broadening our reliance to view other dimensions in which we 
are expressing; accepting the possibility of something greater; man’s eternal right to 
know the cause of all things; understanding the cause of discouragement; freeing 
oneself through self-control; physical characteristics and attitudes of mind; 
communication with the plant and animal kingdom; love, the language of the soul; 
accepting the right of Infinite Intelligence to express through everything; explanation 
of the gift of self. 

 

 

CC-134 

Discussion on possession, a mental illness known as fascination; the value and 
importance of affirming the divinity of the eternal soul over the dictates and demands 
of changing creation; how to be freed from the disease known as fascination; standing 
at the threshold of eternal Light; expressing the totality of acceptance through the 
heart, the vehicle of the soul; making effort to free oneself from the functions of 
jealousy, envy, greed, and fear; love, the language of the soul; repetition, the law 
through which change is made possible; discussion on the spiritual laws transgressed 
by writing checks with insufficient funds in the bank; Law of Intent; the Law of 
Deception; the Law of Personal Responsibility; praying for God’s compassion and 
forgiveness for our errors of ignorance. 
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CC-135 

Procrastination, the Law of Obstruction; discouragement, the last effort made by 
the patterns of yesterday to keep control of our lives; finding the way toward the 
principle of joy and eternal freedom in the moment of now; disciplining the mind, an 
integral part of illumination; the conscience of the educated mind vs. the conscience 
of the eternal soul; a step-by-step explanation of the Divine Healing Prayer, the 
affirmation of the eternal soul; identifying with universality; how we establish the 
Law of Separatism by identification with self; self-will, judgment, and the Law of 
Temptation. 

 

 

CC-136 

Destiny and how it works for you; how we establish the Law of Denial; accepting 
that we and we alone are the cause and the effect of all our experiences; becoming the 
actor and not the reactor; searching for the cause with the discipline of reason; 
temptation, fascination, and procrastination; forgiving the attitudes of mind that we 
entertain to gain a greater understanding of ourselves; the effect of understanding; 
the moment of now, your eternal moment and greatest asset; revelation and reason; 
how to open the first two soul faculties; response to a question about a child being 
fearful of the dark; response to a question about the use of narcotics or alcohol; 
accepting how we set the Law of Stealing into motion; in accepting all things, we are 
bound by no thing. 

 

 

CC-137 

Progress report on the building of Serenity’s new home. 
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A short briefing about building Serenity’s new home; accepting our right to 
experience the goodness of life; how denying the right of another denies the right of 
our own soul; discussion on the beginning of form; the laws of expanding identity and 
how we evolved to our present form; experiencing the peace that passeth all 
understanding; the path of freedom, the path of Divine will; the process of 
transformation; the Law of Judgment vs. the Law of Forgiveness; learning to prosper 
in all our endeavors in life by putting peace, the power of God in all our thoughts, 
acts, and activities; learning how to awaken within ourselves; response to a question 
on acceptance and denial; freedom, the direct effect of self-control; looking at life as 
an observer, a witness of all that passes before our view; looking beyond the illusion 
of form to view the eternal Light within all form; discovering the power of the Light 
through the Law of Total Acceptance; there is only one Light, one Life, and one Love. 

 

 

CC-139 

A short progress report on the construction of Serenity’s new home; discussion on 
the Divine principle of giving; the gift and the giver; Law of Receiving; broadening 
our horizon to grant Divine goodness to all of life; how our rejections eventually 
become our acceptances, and the foundation stones on which to rise higher in 
consciousness; the cause and effect of fascination and procrastination, and how to free 
oneself therefrom; how the superiority of the human mind over the eternal soul is 
established; why we identify with denial. 

 

 

For more information, please visit: www.livinglight.org 

 


